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1 Introduction

Quantum Chroniodynamics is asymptotically free. The coupling constant a,{Q2) ~
\/ln{Q2) decreases for large values of Q2. This implies that at high energies per-
turbation theory is OK. while at low energies nonperturbative methods and models
have to be used. The vacuum is nontrivial with a gluon condensate which we believe
is the origin of the confinement mechanism.

This can be compared with a superconductor, where the Cooper pairs compress a
magnetic field to flux tubes or vortex lines. Thus magnetic monopoles inside a super-
conductor would be confined. In the same way we think that the gluon condensate
in vacuum compresses the colour electric field between a quark and an antiquark to
a Huxtube or a vortex line.

The dynamics of a vortex line corresponds to th^ socalled massless relativistic string.
The main properties is that it is invariant under Lorentz transformations along the
direction of the string, while transverse Lorentz transformations give energy and
momentum changes as determined by special relativity. Thus a piece dl of string,
which moves in the transverse direction with velocity <\ will get the energy (IE given

(1)

where K ~ l(it\'/fm is the string tension or the energy per unit length of a string
at rest.

In perturbative QCD we have problems with soft and collinear singularities. For
a gluon with momentum P and mass y/Q*, which decays into two almost parallel
gluons with momenta zP and (1 - z)P, we have the decay probability

If we for a certain process look at higher orders in n, we find that although n, de-
creases with Q2 like \/lnQ2. the higher order terms also contain integrals of the form
/(IQ2/Q2 which give extra logarithms. Thus higher order tenns do not necessarily
become small. However, it is possible to make a "leading logarithm" approximation



which takes into account all terms with the highest power of InQ2. This corresponds
only to tree diagrams. In an approximation where the pole terms dominate we can
neglect interference terms, and in this case the process can be described as a classical
branching process.

As an example we look at t + t "-annihilation into hadrons. In successful models this
process is described in terms of two phases, one perturbative and one soft phase (see
Kg. 1). The perturbative phase is described in terms of quarks and gluons, which
successively branch into more and more partons with smaller and smaller virtual
masses. This cascade or shower is terminated at a certain cutoff value Q\ for the
virtual masses.

The soft phase

In the soft, pha.se the energy of the partons, quarks and gluons, is transformed into
hadrons. This is described either in terms of clusters or strings. In cluster models
(e.g. the Webber model [l]) the gluons are split into qq pairs. Quarks and antiquarks
are then combined to colourless clusters (see fig. 1). which decay into hadrons.

In the string morV; ts developed in Lund [2] the confining field is assumed to behave
like a vortex line < upe;:onductor, i.e. like a relativistic string. If a straight string
is stretched bet < i quark and an antiquark moving apart, then the energy stored
in the stringlik i il can be used to produce a </(/-pair, so that the string is split in
two pieces (see i: : '). For high enough energy the string pieces can break repeatedly
into small piec -s \J ich form the observable had rons. As the string is invariant under
longitudinal l.oi r z transformations the liadrons will be evenly distributed in the
rapidity variaM / = l/2ln[(£ + PL)I(E - Pi)\. Lorentz invariance and causality
leads to a we / -hned distribution (with 2 free parameters) [2, 3]. The result will be
two jets of h< i »>ns in the direction of the initial quark and antiquark (see fig. 3a).

There will be <• -tra complications, however, because different quark flavours (u,d,s)
can be produce ! at the string breaking, the hadrons formed will often be resonances
(/>,u\A* etc) ' rich decay further into pions and kaons. and also baryons and an-
tibaryons can '•«• produced. For these reasons it is in practice necessary to use a
computer simulation program [l] to calculate the predictions of the model.

If one gluon is radiated one obtains a three jet event (see fig. 3b). (iluons are coloured
and thus confined and therefore also produce jets of hadrons. in the string model it
is assumed that gltions ?ct as transverse excitations, or kinks, on the stringlike field.
Thus the siring is stretched from the quark to the antujtiark via the gluon (see fig.



4). The siring velocity gives extra momentum to the hadvons produced when the
string breaks. The hadrons will be produced around two hyperbolae in momentum
space (see lig. "ja). Thus there will be fewer particles in the angular region opposite
to the gluon jet. This can be contrasted to the "independent fragmentation" model
in which the quarks and gluons are assumed to fragment independently (see fig. -r>b).

This elfect is nicely seen if we compare the processes t + f ~—> ftqy and <+ < ~ —* </</-, (see
fig. (i). In the latter process the string is stretched directly between </ and </. Thus
we get in this case more particles opposite to the photon. Fig. 7 shows experimental
results from the JADE collaboration at PETRA [5]. The difference between qqy and
(/(/- is well reproduced by the Lund string model, while the clip opposite to the gluon
is not reproduced by the independent fragment at ion model.

These data are also reproduced by the Webber cluster model (ct tig. 7b). Also other
observables are well reproduced by these models. As an example fig. S shows the
distribution in sphericity, which is a measure of how spherical the hadroii distribution
is. The models are also able to reproduce the very recent data from LEP and SLC
at 91 (!e\. The results shown in fig. 9 were obtained without changing the model
paramet 'is. which were fixed by the data at lower energies.

The most important property of the successful models is infrared stability. This
implies that two parallel gluons must give the same result as one single gluon. Per-
turbative QCD contains divergences for a gluon which splits in two parallel gluoiis.
and if this gives a different result one has an unstable situation.

This implies that independent fragmentation does not work. Here all gluons give the
same number of low momentum particles, and thus two parallel giuons give more such
particles than one single more energetic gluon. This is clearly seen in the rapidity
distribution shown in fig. 10, where independent fragmentation gives a bump for

// = n.

String fragmentation is inherently infrared stable. As a gluon acts as a kink on the
string, we see that two gluons moving in the same direction cannot be distinguished
from a single gluon (ef lig. 11 ),

A soralled coherent parton cascade implies that the cluster fragment at ion becomes
infrared stable (it becomes st ringlike). To see what this means we can look at clipole
raditior in ordinary electrodynamics. Study two oppositely charged particles which
move apart in opposite direction with velocities determined by the rapidities ;/| > 0
and \ii < 0. I he distribution of emilted photons from such a dipole is given by the



expression

til-'2

d» ~ ^fdy (3)

where 7̂ is the transverse momentum and y the rapidity of the photon. With a
conventional gauge choice (with a purely spacelike vector potential) we find that the
emission from the first particle corresponds to a smooth distribution in the rapidity
range 0 < // < i/i (for fixed k-j). Similarly the contribution from the second particle
covers the region i)z < U < 0. and there is in this case essentially no interference
(d fig. 12). Study now the same situation in a different, Lorentz frame, where both
particles move in the same direction with rapidities y\ + A and (i/2 + A) > 0. In
this case the radiation from each particle covers the regions 0 < // < y\ + A and
0 < // < //2 + A respectively. Now there is. however, a negative interference term
which cancels these contributions in the range 0 < y < y-2 + A. so that the total
emission corresponds to the earlier result, only Lorentz boosted (as it should be).
Thus parallel charges do not radiate soft photons (with small values of y) and the
interference term is very essential in this case.

In QCD we have a similar situation. Two apposite colour charges do not radiate
with a wavelength larger than the separation between the charges. Thus if the two
gluons in fig. 13a are parallel, the green-antigreen colour does not radiate. The two
gluons radiate as a single red-antiblue gluon. For the general case, shown in fig. 13b,
when the gliions are not quite parallel, it can be shown that gluons are only emitted
within the angular region 0' < 0 [6]. Outside this region the emission is cancelled by
the interference tenn.

Thus without interference too many soft gluons are emitted (in the total cms). With
cluster fragmentation each gluon would give one more cluster and thus we would
also get too many low momentum hadrons. With coherence (angular ordering) we
find instead that gluons arc emitted just in those regions v/herr- the string model
gives more particles. Thus the distribution of partons resembles the distribution of
hadions. The similarity between these distributions is called local parton-hadron
duality [7].

For the soft phase our conclusion is that the string model or a coherent (stringlike)
duster model is able to give a good description and well reproduce the experimental
results.



The perturbative phase

As mentioned above, successful models describe the perturbative phase by a parton
cascade. Calculations based on second order perturbation theory give too few nitiltijet
events and too little activity out of the event plane (see fig. 14). In such calculations
at most two gluons can be emitted. Exact calculations to third or higher order
in n3 become extremely complicated and have not been implemented in computer
simulation programs.

In the parton cascade or shower models it is assumed that the pole terms in the Feyn-
nian diagrams dominate. Interference terms are neglected, apart from the angular
ordering condition due to soft gluon interference, discussed above. These approxima-
tions imply that the process can be described as a classical branching process.

In the conventional approach, the branching of a gluon with mass \/ZP into two
gluons with lower masses yQ{ and y (?*, and with energy or momentum fractions z
and 1 — r respectively, is described by the distribution

As this distribution diverges the possible branchings are ordered such that the largest
value of Q2 [S] (or of the decay angle [1]) is selected by means of a Sudakhov form fac-
tor. The poles in r are avoided by kinematical constraints. The coherence constraint
limits the angles to 0' < 0.

This formalism is not Lorentz invariant. The c-parameter can be chosen as the
fraction of energy or of momentum or a combination. In either case the result is
Lorentz frame dependent. Also the angular ordering condition depends upon the
Lorentz frame chosen. Thus different schemes can give different results even if they
are based on the same ideas. In the next section I want to discuss an alternative
formalism, which among other things is explicitly Lorentz frame independent.

2 Dipole formalism

The dipole formalism is an alternative description of perturbative QCD, with several
nice features [9]. It is a useful tool for studying the properties of QCD, and it is also



suitable for computer simulation programs.

If the confining colour held behaves like a vortex line in a type II superconductor,
we note that the field around such a vortex line corresponds just to the field of a
chain of dipoles (cf fig. 15) and that the dynamics of the vortex line is that of the
massless relativistic string. In the Lund string model a gluon behaves like a kink on
the stringlike field which is stretched as shown in fig. 4 or 11.

According to perturbative QCD a qq system emits (soft) gluons according to a dipole
formula

(IP = — -rf- 5)

Here />, and Pi are the momenta of the q and the q and k is the momentum of the
emitted gluon.

As demonstrated by the Leningrad group [10] if two gluons are emitted, the distri-
bution of the hardest gluon is described by eq. (5), while the distribution of the
second softer gluon corresponds to two dipoles. one stretched between the quark and
the gluon and the other between the gluon and the antiquark. Thus the dipoles
correspond to the two stringpieces in fig. 4. (There is a small correction of the order
I/A'/ where A',. = 3 is the number of colours.) This can be generalized so that the
distribution of a third, still softer gluon corresponds to three dipoles. For n gluons
we get a chain of dipoles as shown in fig. 16. Thus both in perturbative QCD and
in the string picture the dipole description is "natural".

When a dipole radiates, it is split into two dipoles. We note that it is not possible
to decide whether a gluon is radiated from one end of the dipole or the other. One
might think that if a red-antired dipole emits a red-antiblue gluon, then one could
tell that the originally red gluon had emitted the new gluon and had changed its
colour to blue. This conclusion is not possible, however, because all the dipoles are
coherent mixtures of red-antired. blue-antiblue and green-antigreen. The emission
from a dipole corresponds to a coherent sum of different diagrams (cf fig. 17). The
separate contributions are not gauge invariant.

Thus a physical state can be described in two different ways, either by specifying all
t he quarks and gluons wit h t heir energy-moment um and polarization, or by specifying
all the dipoles. also with the energy-momenta and polarizations (i.e. the direction of



the dipole moment). The dipoles art as links between t lie gluons, and the giuous are
links between the dipoles. In this way the relation between the two descriptions is
similar to t lie relation between a lattice and its dual lattice.

The dipole formulation takes automatically into account the angular ordering condi-
tion from soft gluon interference, discussed above. In the rest frame of a dipole the
distribution of emitted gluons is given by eq. (")). It we move to the overall cms
the situation looks as depicted in fig. 18. We introduce variables ; and Q2 via the
relations (for notation see fig. IS)

t / r
K SS Zq

Q2 = ik' + q')1 (G)

With these variables we get from eq. (5) the usual expression (cf eq. (4))

Now we note that the kinematical region y > 0 corresponds to the region 0 < t1

where the angles 0 and it' are defined in fig. 18. Thus, if gluons with // > 0 are
regarded as emitted from the rightmoving charge in the figure, then this emission is
limited just by an ordering in the emission angles. Similarly gluons with // < 0 could
be regarded as emitted by the leftmoving charge with a similar angular constraint.
In the dipole radiation expression (eq. (JJ)) there is a continuous distribution in //.
and the separation in two pieces is completely arbitrary. (Note that the pole at : — I
in eq. (4) corresponds to emission from the neighbouring dipole.)

We conclude that the parton cascade can be described in the dipole formulation as
a branching process in which dipoles are successively split into two dipoles. This
formulation has the following properties:

• It gives a natural connection between perturbative QCI) and string fragmenta-
tion

• Kach branching is independent of the rest of the tree. In the conventional
approach the angular ordering correlates one branching to the neighbouring
I »ranches.



• There is the same result on the poles as in the conventional approach. How-
ever, it corresponds to different approximations away from the poles, where
interference effects cannot be neglected.

• It is a fully Lorentz invariant formulation.

• It is natural with a cutoff for the cascade at a fixed dipole mass instead of a
fixed parton mass. This implies that the description is locally invariant, i.e. a
subsystem looks the same independent of its position in the overall cms. This
property will be furtiiei discussed in the next section.

• It is easy to produce a Monte Carlo simulation program. Such a program, called
ARIADNE, is developed by l \ Pettersson and L. Lönnblad [11].

• It is a useful tool for studying the properties of QCD as we will see in the
following two sections.

3 Connection partons-hadrons

I want to discuss a multiplicity measure on parton states, which is inspired by the
string fragmentation [12]. It is infrared stable and gives a further handle to study the
properties of the QCD cascade. It also gives a quantitative meaning to the notion of
local parton-hadron duality.

Gluonic phase space

As disrusset! above, th** emission of the hardest gluon corresponds to a dipole spanned
by the initial (/(/-pair. The distribution is determined by eq. (5) and the phase space
available corresponds to the region {y/s = total cms energy)

I//I < - ( I n . s - l n * - ) (X)

I his is a triangular region in the variables // and /. = In kj-, as shown in fig. 19a.

The emission of the second gluon corresponds to two d i poles with masses y/*, and
v/*j such that



5 , . ^ = .«•*£, (9)

The total rapidity range available for this gluon is

rapidity ranyt = \n[»i/Icj-i) + M-'a/'ira) =

4-2lnil^ (10)

This corresponds to the area of the folded surface in fig. 19b with the constraint
K i = lnA-j-2 < »>i = I n i - j - , .

This can IK* generalized to many gltions. as shown in fig. 10c. The inultifaceted
surface is a representation of the gluonic phase space. Each gluon adds a fold to the
surface and thus increases the phase space for softer gltions. We note that in this
procedure recoils have been neglected, as is normal in the leading log approximation.

Hadron production

In string fragmentation (or a longitudinal phase space model) *he hadronic multiplic-
ity for a simple (/^-system is proportional to In.*. The hadrons are evenly distributed
in rapidity, which means that their energy-momentum four-vectors are distributed
around a hyperbola (cf fig. 20a).

For a (/(/(/-system, we obtain in the Lund string fragmentation model a bent string with
two straight segments. The energy in t he segments is »\2 and ••<«. where .-*,, = (A\+A-j)2

and k\,k-2 and fcj are the momenta of the q.g and q respectively. Thus the average
multiplicity, n. is given by the relation

< » ><N. In.*w + ln\2i * Ins + lnJf (II)

£'• Here kj is the transverse momentum of the gluon. We also note that this expression
I,' is equal to the length of the baseline of the surface in fig. l!)b. The momentum
f; distribution of the Ii ad rons is in this case given by two hyperbolae (fig. 20b).
¥

Vox A mtiltigluon state we fiiul in the same way



n >~

This expression, which we »all A. is an "effective rapidity range". It is given by the
length of the baseline in fig. 19c.

it is possible to calculate the distribution P(A.*) in A for fixed * [12]. We introduce
the Laplace transform P and use the following notation

L = ln(*/.\2)

P(iL) = fd\f-
isP{\.L) (13)

It is then |>os.sible to derive the following differential equation

^ . L ) - \ ) (14)

irhfr( oofL = 3o,/2ir

together with the IxMiiuIarv conditions

This implies that it is possible to obtain the full distribution in A for all energies. (In
the conventional approach to the cascade only asymptotic results are obtained [13].)
Simple expressions are obtained for the first few moments, while the full distribution
can l>e obtained by numerical calculations. Thus we find e.g.

(16)

We note that in the conventional approach the same exponential expression is ob-
tained for the average gluon multiplicity only in a very complicated way.

10
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The quantity A can be generalized in an infrared stable way such that soft gluons
give small but positive contributions [1-lj. This implies that no i-|--cutoff is needed.
(With the expression in eq. ( PJ) a negative contribution would be obtained for gluons
with kr < '»»«-) I his generalized measure A can be used in Monte Carlo simulations
of the QCD cascade, where recoils and kinematical constraints are pro|>erly taken
into account [N. !•">] . The moils are neglected in the strong ordering approximation
which led to eq>. (1-4.1 -">).

We see that for a fixed energy II the perturbative cascade gives a parton state with
definite parton momenta, and thus a definite value of A. The soft liadronizatiou
uu-cliauism then gives a certain hadronic state with a hadroii multiplicity n. If the
hadroiiizatiou is described by t lie Lund string fragmentation model, we then find
that the distribution in n depends only on A and not on IT [14]. Thus for a high
energy event with few gluons and a low energy event with many gluous. but with the
same A. we have the same effective string length and the same hadron multiplicity
distribution.

It is then possible to separate the multiplicity fluctuations in two pieces

D*in)
>2 < A < n >J (17)

\=<\>

where the first term on the right hand side depends only on the perturbative cascade
and the second term only on the soft hadronization. The results are shown in fig.
21. We note that the cascade contribution to the variance. \,-.,,,. dominates at high
energies while the fragmentation contribution. \'/rn3. is more important at lower
energies.

We also note that the total variance is essentially proportional to < n >2, although
this is not the case for the cascade or the fragmentation contribution separately. Thus
the full distribution satisfies approximate KNO-scaling.

For th«- moment inn distribution of the hadrons it turns out that it is possible to
generalize the hyperbolae in 11»»* «/•/" '""' •/'/.'/••'BSI'S (fig- 2()a.b) and define a timelike
curve in energy-momentum space [I")]. Thi> curve (which we call the x-curve) follows
the (colour ordered) parton momenta in such a way that the corners are smoothed
out with a resolution power given by a parameter in,, (see fig. 20c). The length of
the x-curve is given by A and we find that if we just cut it into equal pieces, then we
obtain an average momentum distribution of the hadrons. The soft hadronizatiou

11



just adds limited fluctuations around this average.

These features give a quantitative meaning to the notion of local parton-hadron
duality (LPHD) [7]. This is illustrated in fig. 22. which shows the distribution in
rapidity and transverse momentum it a large energy. We note that if the cutoff is
locally invariant, e.g. as a cutoff in dipole mass rather than parton mass, then A
is proportional to the number of gluons and thus nha^ron, ot vgiumis. The x-curve
can also be constructed from experimental calorimeter data, as a direct check on the
perturbative Q('f) shower.

4 Fractal structures

The x-curve >hown in fig. 20c has actually a fractal nature. Its length, if suitably
defined, is larger when it is measured with a higher resolution, in such a way that it
corresponds to a noninteger dimension D, given by [16]

D =

We recognize here the anomalous dimension in QCD cascades, which is equal to the
term J'.\n,f'2w. The x-curve thus provides a nice geometrical interpretation of the
anomalous dimension.

A lot of interest has recently focused on the notion of intermit tency. It wa.s sug-
gested by Bialas and Peschanski [17] to study the factorial moments of multiplicty
distributions in a rapidity range by.

Fj = < I I ( » I - 1 ) - • • (»»- j + 1) > / < » > ' (1!))

They suggested that if /•', increases with decreasing by it is a signal of an intermittent
behaviour. For a Poissonic distribution F) would be independent of by. In many
experiments In/ ' , are seen to rise linearly with \u(l/by) down to by ~ 0.1 and then
level olf [l<s]. In fjg. 24 we show results from Monte Carlo simulations for <+t~-
annihilation using the dipole approximation [1!)].

There are standard methods developed to analyze fractal structures [20]. A scaling
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behaviour < n >*~ (by)" is interpreted in terms of a dimension Dq = (p— !)/(</ — 1).
For q = 0 the dimension Do equals the Hausdorff dimension. Such an analysis can
also be used for non-integer quantities, e.g the piece of the x-curve with a tangent
within the (pseudo-) rapidity range by.

Fig. 24 shows the dimension D? corresponding to the multiplicity distribution and
also the result corresponding to the x-curve as discussed above [19]. We see that there
is a scaling region down to by ~ 0.1 with a dimension D2 « 0.7. For the x-curve the
scaling region continues to still smaller ^-values. Fig. 25 shows how Dq varies with
the parameter q.

The factorial moment F2 is given by

< , , ( » l ) > = < ^ _ _ l _
< n >2 < it >2 < n >

For a Poissonic distribution these two terms behave as l/by + \ and ]/by respectively,
thus leaving F2 independent of by. For the parton showers we find that the two
terms behave as (by)~0:i and (Sy)~J. Thus we find that F2 levels off not because of
a Poissonian behaviour but rather as a result of non-trivial scaling properties. We
also note that the dimension Dq can be experimentally measured at high energies.

5 Conclusions

1. A parton cascade plus string fragmentation or a stringlike cluster model give a
good description of hadron production in e+e~-annihilation events.

2. The dipole formalism connects perturbative QCD and string fragmentation
in a natural way. It is suitable both for analytic analyses and Monte Carlo
simulations.

'•I. We have defined a multiplicity measure which is an infrared stable measure
on parton states. Together with the x-curve it gives a quantitative meaning to
local paiton-hadron duality.

4. The dipole formalism and the multiplicity measure are together efficient tools to
study the properties of the QCD cascade, such as multiplicity and momentum
distributions, fractal structures etc.

13



5. The QCD cascade has a fractal structure. It has nontrivial scaling properties,
related to noninteger dimensions and intermittency.
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Perturbative phase Soft phase

clusters or string

Fig. 1 The t+t '-annihilation process is divided in a short-time, perturbalive and a
long-time soft phase. The latter is described either by a string or by cluster formation.

Fig. 2 When a quark and an antiquark are pulled apart a strinplike field is stretched
between them. The energy stored in the field can be transformed into new </</-pairs,
thus breaking ihe string into small pieces, had ions.
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Fig. 3a In a normal f+e~-annihilation event a quark and an antiquark going apart
produce two jets of hadrons.

Fig. 3b In events with an emitted gluon there are three jets.



Fig. 4 In the Lund mode! the colour field is stretched from the quark via the gluon
to the antiquark, i.e. in the example from red to antirecl and from blue to antiblue.
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Fig. 5a The string in fig. 4 has a transverse velocity which gives extra momentum
to the liadrons. Therefore these are produced around two hyperbolae in momentum
space.
Fig. 5b In independent fragmentation models the particles are produced along the
jet directions.
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Fig. 6 The strings or cluster chains are stretched differently in qqg and qq-) events.
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Fig. 7 Particle flow in the event plane of qqg and qq"\ events. Data from JADE [5].
There are fewer particles in the region opposite to the gluoii than opposite to the
photon (this corresponds to 0 ~ 70°). This difference is produced by the Lund string
model [2] and by the Webber cluster model with soft ghion coherence [1]. It is not
reproduced by independent fragmentation models, e.g. the Ali model (21).
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Fig. 8 Sphericity distribution. Data from Mark I I [22] at 29 GeV. The model
calculations arc the Lund string model with second order QCD matrix elements and
with a parton shower [-!]. the Webber cluster model [ l ] and the CALTEOH I I model
[2-J] which has elements of both string and cluster fragmentation.
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Fig. 9 Results at !)1 GeV from the ALf.1'11 del eel or al LEI ' for distributions in
rapidity i/ and in .r,, = plpm,,r [24]. Model calculations from parton shower with
string fragmentation (LUND PS) [4]. second order matrix elements with string frag-
mentation (LUND ME) and the Webber cluster model (HERWIG) [1].



dN/dy,

Fig. 10 Rapidity distributions for events with sphericity in the range 0.07 < S <
0.10. Data from TPC [25]. The solid line is the Lund string model with parton
showers [4} and the dot ted line is the independent fragmentation model by Hoyer et
•1. (26).

Fig. 11 Two parallel gluons stretch the string in the same way as one single ghion.
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Fig. 12. Dipole radiation in electrodynamics fills the rapidity range between two
separating charges. With a conventional gauge choice the charges radiate essentially
independently if they move in opposite directions. However, if they move in the
same direction, there is an important interference term which cancels the soft photon
emission. Photons with wavelenghts larger than the separation of the charges are
suppressed.

Fig. 13a Two parallel gltion» with colours rg and gb radiate as a single rb gluon.

Fig. 13b If the gluons air not parallel the radiation is restricted to the angular
region f? < 0.
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Fig. 14 Aplanarity is a measure of the activity perpendicular to I lie rveiif plane.
The data an- from the Mark II coll. at PEP (29 GeV) [22] and the ALEPH coll. at
LKP (91 GeV) [21]. Notation as in figs. 8 and 9. We note that the model based on
second order matrix elements gives too few events with high aplanarity.



Fig. 15 Fig. 16

Fig. 15 The field of a vortex line in a type II su|*r< ouductor is the sanir as from a
chain of dipoles.

Fig. 16 A system of a quark, an anti<|iiark :nid n gluons emit further soft gluons
like n + I dipoles. These di|»ole$ connect the gluons in the same way as the string in
the string model.

* .:

Fig. 17 Cihion emission from a dipole corresponds to a coherent .sum of different
d:=»grams. The srparalr routlilmlions xw not gaugr invariant.



Fig. 18 The kiiu'iiiat ics for gltion radiation from a (Iipole. The emitted gluon has
momentum fr. Figs, a and b show the system in the dipole cms before aiul after the
emission. Fig. c shows thr situation in the cms of the total event.

f

Fig. 10a The phase space available for a glnon emitted by a high energy qi) system
is a triangular region in the »/ — K plane (K = In kj/.V).

Fig. 19b If one ghion is emitted at (ij\.ni) the phase space for a second (softer)
gluon is represented by the area of this folded surface.
Fig. 19c Each emitted ghion increases the phase space for the softer gluons. The
total gluonic phase space can be described by this multifaceted surface.
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Fig. 20a In a qq system the hadron momenta are distributed around a hyperbola in
energy-momentum space.
Fig. 20b For a »^-system the hadron momenta are distributed around two hyper-
bolae.
Fig. 20c For a multigluon state the had ion momenta are distributed around a
curve in energy-momentum space (called the x-curve) which smoothly follows the
(colourordered) parton momenta.
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Fig. 21 The variance, V, separated into runlributioiiM from the QCD cascade, \'catc,
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Fig. 22 Distributions in rapidity (a) and jfj (b) for e.^-"-annihilation event» at 200
GeV with sphericity > 0.1. The dashed curve corresponds to a partitioning of the
x-curve and I lie solid line to standard Lund fragmentation.
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Fig. 25 D,, as a function of (/ at 200 C!eV and sphericity $ > 0.1.


